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ABSTRACT
Regression testing provides important pass or fail signals that developers use to make decisions after code changes. However, flaky tests, which pass or fail even when the code has not changed, can mislead developers. A common kind of flaky tests are order-dependent tests, which pass or fail depending on the order in which the tests are run. Fixing order-dependent tests is often tedious and time-consuming.

We propose iFixFlakies, a framework for automatically fixing order-dependent tests. The key insight in iFixFlakies is that test suites often already have tests, which we call helpers, whose logic resets or sets the states for order-dependent tests to pass. iFixFlakies searches a test suite for helpers that make the order-dependent tests pass and then recommends patches for the order-dependent tests using code from these helpers. Our evaluation on 110 truly order-dependent tests from a public dataset shows that 58 of them have order-dependent tests to pass. We first identify that an order-dependent test passes, and at least one other different test order (a sequence of tests in the test suite) where the order-dependent test fails, the test is not flaky solely due to the ordering. Prior work [37, 44] showed that order-dependent tests are among the top three most common kinds of flaky tests. As an example, a widely reported case happened when Java projects updated from Java 6 to Java 7. Java 7 changed the implementation of reflection, which JUnit uses to determine the test order to run tests in. Many tests failed due to the tests being run in a different test order from before, requiring developers to manually fix their test suites [1–3].

In this paper, we propose a framework, iFixFlakies, that can automatically fix many order-dependent tests. Our key insight is that test suites often (but not always) already have tests, which we call helpers, whose logic (re)sets the state required for order-dependent tests to pass. We first identify that an order-dependent
test can be classified into one of two types based on the result of running the test in isolation from the other tests. One type is a victim, an order-dependent test that passes when run in isolation but fails when run with some other tests. The other type is a brittle, an order-dependent test that fails when run in isolation but passes when run with some other test(s).

More specifically, our insight for iFixFlakies is that running some helper(s) directly before victims and brittles makes these order-dependent tests pass. Therefore, we can use the code from these helpers to fix order-dependent tests so that they pass even if helpers are not run (directly) before the order-dependent tests. iFixFlakies searches for helpers and, when it can find them, uses them to automatically recommend patches for order-dependent tests. As inputs, iFixFlakies takes an order-dependent test, a test order where the test passes, and a test order where the test fails. It outputs a patch that can be applied to the order-dependent test to make it pass even when run in the test order where it was failing before. The code in the patch comes from a helper, and while simply using all the code from the helper can create a patch, such a patch would be complex and undesirable because helpers typically contain many statements irrelevant to why the tests are order-dependent. iFixFlakies produces effective patches by delta-debugging [54] the helpers to produce the minimal patch for order-dependent tests.

We evaluate iFixFlakies on all 110 truly order-dependent tests from a public dataset [32] that includes the order-dependent tests and their corresponding passing and failing test orders. We find that 100 tests are victims and 10 are brittles. We also find that 58 of these 110 order-dependent tests have helpers, allowing iFixFlakies to propose patches for all 58 of these tests (48 victims and 10 brittles). These patches have, on average, only 24.6% of the statements of the original helper, and 69.5% of these patches consist of only one statement. The overall time that iFixFlakies takes to find the first helper and to produce a patch using that helper is only 238 seconds on average. When an order-dependent test has no helper, iFixFlakies takes 341 seconds on average to determine that it cannot produce a patch. These time results show that iFixFlakies is efficient.

We opened pull requests for 56 order-dependent tests with helpers (2 of 58 were already fixed in the latest version of the code). While all patches generated by iFixFlakies semantically fixed the flaky test, not all patches were syntactically the most appropriate. For 28 tests, we created the pull requests using exactly the patch recommended by iFixFlakies, while the remaining ones involved some manual changes, mostly refactorings to make the code more similar to the style of the project. Developers have accepted our pull requests fixing 21 order-dependent tests; the pull requests for the remaining 35 order-dependent tests are still under consideration but none have been rejected.

This paper makes the following main contributions:

1. **Formalization.** We formally define two different types of order-dependent tests and three different roles of tests that can help in the patching of order-dependent tests.

2. **Technique.** We present a technique to fix order-dependent tests using helpers. Our technique automatically generates a patch for 58 out of 110 order-dependent tests.

3. **Framework.** We implement our technique and make publicly available a framework, iFixFlakies [?].

4. **Evaluation.** We evaluate iFixFlakies on a dataset of 110 order-dependent tests. Using iFixFlakies, we break down the order-dependent tests into 100 victims and 10 brittles, where 58 of these tests have helpers. Furthermore, iFixFlakies is able to automatically fix all these 58 order-dependent tests.

## 2 Formalization of Tests

Order-dependent tests are flaky tests whose results can differ depending on the order in which the tests run. An order-dependent test consistently passes when run in one order but then consistently fails when run in a different order [32, 55].

Let $T$ be the set of all tests in the test suite. A test order is a sequence of a subset of tests from $T$. For a test order $O$ that has a test $t \in T$, let $run_t(O)$ be the result of the test $t$ when run in the test order $O$; the result can be either PASS or FAIL consistently; we ignore other flaky tests that have results PASS and FAIL when run in the same test order due to other sources of non-determinism. We use $run(O)$ to refer to the result of the last test in $O$. We use $[t]$ to denote a test order consisting of just one test $t$, and use $O + O'$ to denote the concatenation of two test orders $O$ and $O'$.

**Definition 1.** A test $t \in T$ has a passing test order or a failing test order $O$ if $run_t(O) = \text{PASS}$ or $run_t(O) = \text{FAIL}$, respectively.

**Definition 2.** An order-dependent test $t \in T$ has a passing test order $O$ and a failing test order $O' \neq O$.

We classify an order-dependent test into one of two types: victim or brittle. We also classify other tests related to order-dependent tests into three different roles: polluter, cleaner, and state-setter.

### 2.1 Victim

A victim is an order-dependent test that consistently passes when run by itself in isolation from other tests.

**Definition 3.** An order-dependent test $v \in T$ is a victim if $run([v]) = \text{PASS}$.

The reason why a victim fails in a failing test order is that there is at least one test that runs before the victim, and these tests "pollute" the state (e.g., global variable, file system, network [55]) on which the victim depends. We call such state-polluting tests polluters. Note that a polluter can consist of multiple tests, where the combination of running those tests in a certain order leads to the victim failing.

**Definition 4.** A test order (with one or more tests) $P$ is a polluter for a victim $v$ if $run(P + [v]) = \text{FAIL}$.

Figure 1 shows an example (identified by iFixFlakies) of a victim and a polluter from Elastic-Job [4]. The polluter is by itself the test `assertIsShutdownAlready` (or PT for short), because it starts the instance (Line 8) but does not shut it down. The victim is the test `assertIsShutdownAlready` (or VT for short) that fails on Line 4, which checks whether an instance of a class variable has been shut down. VT passes by itself or in test orders where a polluter like PT is run after VT.

---

1The word "brittle" is commonly used as an adjective but can also be used as a noun.

2When we say test, for Java we mean test method as defined in JUnit.
When store.lookup (or 2.2 Brittle proposed this fix to the developers of WildFly, they quickly accepted test class variable initialized by the only method call that BT and then run by itself, due to an order that sets up the state for a brittle as a tests that set up the state for the brittle to pass. We refer to a test order-dependent test is a brittle

Example victim, polluter, and cleaner from Elastic-Job.

A victim may not fail even when a polluter is run before it, as long as a cleaner is run between the two. Intuitively, a cleaner is a test order that resets the state polluted by a polluter; when the cleaner is run after a polluter and before its victim, the victim passes.

Definition 5. A test order C is a cleaner for a polluter P and its victim v if \( \text{run}(P + C + [v]) = \text{PASS} \).

An example of a cleaner is also shown in Figure 1. The test assertGetFailoverItems (or CT for short) is a cleaner for PT and VT, because Line 16 of CT shuts down the instance that PT starts and VT checks. Therefore, even if PT runs before VT, as long as CT’s Line 16 successfully executes before VT, VT passes. We can fix VT by inserting the statement from this line of CT at the end of PT.

2.2 Brittle

In contrast to a victim, an order-dependent test is a brittle if the test consistently fails when run by itself in isolation.

Definition 6. An order-dependent test b ∈ T is a brittle if \( \text{run}(b) = \text{FAIL} \).

Intuitively, because a brittle fails in isolation and yet has a passing test order, then its passing test order must contain one or more tests that set up the state for the brittle to pass. We refer to a test order that sets up the state for a brittle as a state-setter.

Definition 7. A test order S is a state-setter for a brittle b if \( \text{run}(S + [b]) = \text{PASS} \).

Figure 2 shows an example identified by iFixFlakies of a brittle and its corresponding state-setter test from WildFly [11]. The test testPermissions (or BT for short) is a brittle, because it fails when run by itself, due to an AccessControlException. The test testBind (or ST for short) is by itself a state-setter for BT, because running ST and then BT is enough to make BT pass.

iFixFlakies finds that the store.lookup call of ST on Line 18 is the only method call that BT needs in order to pass. store is a test class variable initialized by the setup method of the test class. When store.lookup is invoked before Line 11, BT passes. When we proposed this fix to the developers of WildFly, they quickly accepted our fix and clarified that it works because the lookup call causes “the WildFlySecurityManager.<clinit>" to run and running this class constructor resolves the AccessControlException of BT [12].

Both cleaners (for victims) and state-setters (for brittles) help make order-dependent tests pass when they run in certain test orders. Hence, we refer to cleaners and state-setters as helpers. Our insight is that these helpers already contain logic to set the state for their corresponding order-dependent tests.

3 IFIXFLAKIES

We present iFixFlakies to automatically recommend patches for order-dependent tests with helpers. Figure 3 shows the pseudo-code for the overall process of iFixFlakies. iFixFlakies takes as input an order-dependent test, a passing test order, and a failing test order. By Definition 2, each order-dependent test has at least one passing and one failing test order. Several automated approaches exist for detecting order-dependent tests and their corresponding test orders [20, 32, 55], which can provide all these inputs for iFixFlakies.

iFixFlakies has two main components: Minimizer and Patchier. iFixFlakies first calls Minimizer (Line 2) to get the type of the order-dependent test, the minimized polluters/state-setters, and the minimized cleaners. Based on the type of the order-dependent test, iFixFlakies then calls Patchier to create patches corresponding to each helper for the order-dependent test (Lines 7 and 10).

Prior to developing iFixFlakies, we attempted to manually fix some order-dependent tests using just their passing and failing test orders. In this manual process, we found it difficult to understand why each test fails, let alone fix. However, as part of this process,
we found ourselves manually searching for the polluter, cleaner, and state-setter tests for order-dependent tests, which inspired Minimizer. Once we realized the importance of the helpers and how they can be used as the basis for patches, we developed Patcher. Overall, we found that the manual steps that we undertook could be automated by a tool, leading to iFixFlakies, and such automation can save developers' time for fixing order-dependent tests.

3.1 Minimizer

Minimizer aims to find the minimal subsequence\(^1\) of tests, called minimal test order, from a passing test order or a failing test order to make the order-dependent test pass or fail, respectively. The minimal test order is "1-minimal", meaning removing any test from the minimal test order will no longer satisfy the criterion \([24, 54]\).

Figure 4 shows the pseudo-code for Minimizer. The input is an order-dependent test and its two test orders. As shown in Lines 4-6, Minimizer first checks whether the order-dependent test consistently passes or fails by itself, rerunning the test \(\text{RERUN}\) number of times (default is 10). If the test consistently passes or fails, it is likely order-dependent. This check should not be needed when the input test is correctly classified as order-dependent, but our evaluation finds that we incorrectly classified one test in our previous work \([32]\). If the test is truly order-dependent, the isolation result determines whether it is a victim or a brittle (Lines 9-16).

Next, Minimizer proceeds to delta-debug \([24, 54]\) the prefix to find the minimal test order (Line 24). Delta debugging iteratively splits a sequence of elements to find a smaller subsequence that satisfies a criterion. Our general delta-debugging method takes two parameters: (1) the sequence to start delta debugging and (2) the criterion (in the form of a function) to check the current subsequence validity at each iteration. For Line 24, a subsequence is valid when running it before the order-dependent test matches the expected result for that test. The delta-debugging output is a minimal test order representing a polluter for a victim or a state-setter for a brittle; ideally the pollutor or state-setter consists of only one test.

The search for finding a pollutor or a state-setter is the same, so our code assigns the final result to the variable named pollutor, but it is actually a state-setter if the order-dependent test is a brittle.

In practice, after Line 24, a developer would proceed to find a cleaner for the pollutor if the order-dependent test was a victim, or proceed to Patcher if the order-dependent test was a brittle. However, for the sake of our experimental evaluation, we introduce the option to find all pollutors or state-setters from these test orders. If the FIND_ALL option is set (Line 29), Minimizer proceeds to find more pollutors or state-setters by first removing the found pollutor or state-setter and then continuing with the loop that calls delta debugging again (Lines 23-31). The process stops when removing the prefix before the order-dependent test no longer matches the expected result. Our evaluation (Section 5.2) shows that finding more pollutors or state-setters does not provide substantial benefits in terms of patching order-dependent tests, so in practice one can just use the first handful of found tests of each type.

3.1.1 Finding Cleaners. After finding a pollutor for a victim, Minimizer proceeds to find cleaners (Lines 26-27 of Figure 4). Figure 5 shows the findcleaners method. It takes as input a victim, a pollutor for the victim, a passing test order, and a failing test order. The returned cleaners make the victim pass when they are run between the pollutor and the victim.

First, findcleaners determines cleaner candidates, which are tests that orders that are potentially cleaners. findcleaners finds cleaner candidates using the passing and/or failing test order, depending on

\(\text{def } \\
\text{findcleaners(victim, pollutor, passingorder, failingorder):} \\
\text{# Determine cleaner candidates from passing and failing orders} \\
candidates = [] \\
pollutorpos = indexof(pollutor, passingorder) \\
victimpos = indexof(victim, passingorder) \\
if pollutorpos < victimpos: \\
candidates += [passingorder[pollutorpos + 1:victimpos]] \\
pollutorpos = indexof(pollutor, failingorder) \\
victimpos = indexof(victim, failingorder) \\
if pollutorpos < victimpos: \\
candidates += [failingorder[victimpos + 1:len(failingorder)]] \\

def isolation() \\
\text{return } run([odtest]) \\
# Minimize the cleaners, so <pollutor, cleaner, victim> passes 
# if run(pollutor + c + [victim]) == PASS 
\text{if not isolation: return } FOR_ALL \\
\text{return unique(map(lambda c: deltadebug(c, lambda o: run(pollutor + o + [victim]) == PASS), candidates))}

Figure 5: Pseudo-code for finding cleaners.
the minimal test order where the order-dependent test fails: findcleaners (Lines 4-7). For the failing test order, a cleaner can be run before dependent test using code from helpers. Patcher takes as input Patcher automatically recommends patches for fixing an order-

3.2 Patcher

Figure 6: Pseudo-code for finding a patch.

... for each cleaner candidate, findcleaners may even find a cleaner that JUnit would never run between the polluter and the victim. More specifically, when a polluter and victim are in the same class, findcleaners may find a cleaner consisting of tests from a different class; JUnit will never run this cleaner between the polluter and victim. findcleaners still searches for such cleaners, because their code can be used by Patcher.

For each cleaner candidate, findcleaners runs the polluter, the cleaner candidate, and then the victim, checking whether the victim passes in this test order. If the victim passes, then the cleaner candidate is an actual cleaner; findcleaners proceeds to delta-debug the cleaner candidate to find the minimal test order (Line 23), with the delta-debugging criterion being that running the polluter, the subsequent from the cleaner, and the victim passes.

If the FIND_ALL option is not set, then the first cleaner found is returned. Otherwise, findcleaners checks the remaining cleaner candidates, for the set of all unique cleaners. We use this option to find all cleaners as part of our evaluation (Section 5); our results suggest that finding just a few cleaners suffices.

Minimizer takes the returned cleaners from findcleaners and adds them to a map from found polluters to found cleaners (Line 27 in Figure 4). The final return value for Minimizer is a tuple of (1) the type of the order-dependent test (victim or brittle), (2) the polluters or state-setters for the order-dependent test, and (3) the map from polluters to cleaners (empty if the order-dependent test is a brittle).

3.2 Patcher

Patcher automatically recommends patches for fixing an order-dependent test using code from helpers. Patcher takes as input (1) the minimal test order where the order-dependent test fails: for a victim, this order is the polluter followed by the victim, and for a brittle, this order is just the brittle; and (2) a helper for the order-dependent test (note that a helper can consist of multiple tests). Figure 6 shows the pseudo-code for Patcher.

First, Patcher obtains all of the statements from the tests in the helper (Line 5). These statements come from not just the body of the tests themselves but also from all the setup and teardown methods of these helper tests. We use JavaParser [8], a library for parsing Java source code, to obtain these statements. Patcher keeps these statements in the order that JUnit runs them in (i.e., statements in@Before run first, then statements in the test, and finally, statements in@After). More specifically, get_setup obtains the statements from the setup methods (annotated with@BeforeClass or@Before in the test class or super-classes), get_body obtains all statements in the helper test’s body, and get_teardown obtains statements from the teardown methods (annotated with@AfterClass or@After in the test class or super-classes). If the helper test has the annotation expected [9], which indicates that the test expects a particular exception to be thrown for it to pass, then get_body also wraps the statements from the test in an appropriate try-catch block.

Next, Patcher adds code to run the helper code before the order-dependent test in two steps. First, Patcher creates an empty method, referred to as the patch method, to store all of the statements from the helper (Line 8). Second, Patcher inserts a call to the patch method at the start of the order-dependent test (Line 11). The inserted code creates an instance of the test class using the default constructor and uses that instance to call patch. Note that the code shows inserting this call at the start of the order-dependent test, but for a victim, the call can also be inserted at the end of the polluter. Users can configure Patcher to insert the patch at the beginning of the order-dependent test, or at the end of the polluter for victims.
Table 1: Breakdown of the 184 likely order-dependent tests from a public dataset [6].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># of tests</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>in a class with @FixMethodOrder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>reuseForks is set to false in pom.xml</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>non-order-dependent test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>out-of-memory when run with iFixFlakies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>truly order-dependent tests</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7 shows an example of the starting code to be minimized by Patcher. This code is adapted from the example in Figure 1. Line 8 shows the declaration of the new patch method. The body of the patch method contains all of the statements from (1) the setup method of FailoverServiceTest, (2) the cleaner test body (assertGetFailoverItems), and (3) the teardown method of FailoverServiceTest. The inserted line (Line 4) calls patch using a new instance of the helper’s test class.

Finally, Patcher delta-debugs the statements from the helper to find the minimal list of statements that can make the order-dependent test pass when run in the minimal test order (Line 14 of Figure 6); the minimal list of statements is also “1-minimal”, and the finest granularity is at the level of statements as defined by JavaParser [8]. The delta-debugging method is the same general one as in Minimizer, except this time it is minimizing the list of statements from the helper tests instead of test orders. The delta-debugging criterion for Patcher is that the patch method compiles, and the inserted code makes the order-dependent test pass when run in the minimal test order. Patcher returns the patch method with the minimal list of statements for the order-dependent test to pass. Figure 8 shows the final code after Patcher runs; the patch method contains only one statement (Line 9).

While the order-dependent test can already be fixed by inserting a call to the patch method at the start of the order-dependent test, a developer using iFixFlakies can choose to inline the statements from the patch method directly into the order-dependent test or into the polluter. In some cases, it may be trivial to just inline these statements into the order-dependent test body. However, in general, a developer should decide whether it is best to inline the statements of the helper into the order-dependent test or polluter, or leave them in a separate method. Factors that may influence the developer’s decision include the applicability of the patch method to other tests and the data encapsulation of the patch method.

To further refine how statements invoked from helpers fix the order-dependent test, Patcher could potentially minimize and inline the statements of methods (indirectly) invoked by the helper tests. By minimizing those statements, the developer can be given a patch that is much more specific to the cause of the flakiness. However, it can be difficult to inline statements from code further away from the helper tests. Also, the number of statements in the final patch will likely increase. As such, Patcher currently does not minimize the statements of these invoked methods, and we leave such investigation for future work.

4 EVALUATION SETUP

We released a public dataset of flaky tests, including order-dependent tests, as part of our prior work [32]. Our dataset is split into two sets, comprehensive and extended. For our evaluation, we use the comprehensive set. This set consists of 184 likely order-dependent tests from 19 Maven modules; a Maven module consists of code and tests from the project that the developers organized to be built and run together. Our dataset also has at least one passing and one failing test order for each order-dependent test.

We implement iFixFlakies as a plugin for Maven [10]. For each module in the Maven project, iFixFlakies takes as input order-dependent tests in the module to fix along with a passing test order and failing one for each one. iFixFlakies uses a custom JUnit test runner to run the tests, so iFixFlakies currently recommends patches for only JUnit order-dependent tests in Maven-based projects.

Unfortunately, not all tests in the dataset are well suited for our goal of submitting patches to developers. First, 22 tests are in test classes annotated with @FixMethodOrder. This annotation tells JUnit to run the tests within that test class in a fixed order. Since the developers are already aware of the order-dependent tests in their test suite and have taken measures to address them, we omit these tests from our evaluation. Second, 49 tests from the dataset are in modules that use the Maven Surefire parameter reuseForks to run each test class isolated in its own JVM. Such isolation removes many of the dependencies between tests and is another way used by developers to accommodate order-dependent tests.

We run iFixFlakies on all the remaining 113 purported order-dependent tests using the passing and failing test orders from our dataset. Some order-dependent tests have more than one passing test order and/or failing test order in the dataset, and we need only one of each for iFixFlakies, so we arbitrarily choose one of each test order to run iFixFlakies. We configure iFixFlakies to find all polluters, cleaners, and state-setters for every order-dependent test. For each order-dependent test, we run iFixFlakies on Microsoft Azure with the virtual machine size Standard_D11_v2, which consists of 2 CPUs, 14GB of RAM, and 100GB of hard disk space.

Overall, we find 110 truly order-dependent tests. 1 test is misclassified as order-dependent (found to be non-order-dependent through our reruns) and, due to the large number of polluters and cleaners, 2 tests encounter out-of-memory errors from iFixFlakies. Table 1 shows the summary breakdown of the tests from the dataset.

5 EVALUATION

To evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of iFixFlakies, we address the following research questions:

RQ1: What are the numbers of victims, brittles, polluters, cleaners, and state-setters found by iFixFlakies among test suites with order-dependent tests? How many tests can iFixFlakies fix?

RQ2: What are the characteristics (e.g., size, uniqueness) of the patches generated by iFixFlakies?

RQ3: How much time does iFixFlakies take to find polluters, cleaners, state-setters, and patches?

We address RQ1 primarily to inform researchers and tool developers on which types of order-dependent tests and roles of tests are the most common so that they can be prioritized appropriately. With the main insight of iFixFlakies being to use helpers to propose patches for order-dependent tests, RQ1 also evaluates the frequency of tests that have helpers and therefore the applicability of our insight on order-dependent tests. We address RQ2 to evaluate the effectiveness in terms of size and accepted pull requests concerning the patches proposed by iFixFlakies, and RQ3 to evaluate the
Table 2: Characteristics of the order-dependent tests (OD) in the projects used in our study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Project Name - Module</th>
<th>tests</th>
<th>OD</th>
<th>Number of victims</th>
<th>Number of brittles</th>
<th>victims w/ cleaners</th>
<th>polluters per victim</th>
<th>cleaners per victim</th>
<th>state-setters per brittle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>alibaba/fastjson</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>69.8</td>
<td>51.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td>apache/incubator-dubbo - m1</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>- m2</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>152.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4</td>
<td>- m3</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M5</td>
<td>- m4</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M6</td>
<td>apache/jackrabbit-oak</td>
<td>3,178</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M7</td>
<td>apache.struts</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M8</td>
<td>dropwizard/dropwizard</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M9</td>
<td>elasticjob/elastic-job-lite</td>
<td>511</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>29.8</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M10</td>
<td>jfree/jfreechart</td>
<td>2,176</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M11</td>
<td>kevinsawicki/http-request</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M12</td>
<td>undertow-io/undertow</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M13</td>
<td>wildly/wildly</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>36.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total/Average per test</td>
<td>6,744</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.1 RQ1: Characteristics of Tests

Table 2 shows some summary information about the projects and modules that contain at least one order-dependent test. For each module, the table lists the total number of tests, the number of order-dependent tests, and the breakdown of the number of victims and brittles among those order-dependent tests. Overall, we find that out of 110 order-dependent tests, 100 tests are victims and 10 tests are brittles, so most order-dependent tests are victims.

Table 2 also shows the average number of polluters per victim, cleaners per victim (that have cleaners), and state-setters per brittle that iFixFlakies finds. Each victim has at least one polluter. In the final row for averages, we show the averages computed per test (not per module). On average, we find 1.3 polluters per victim, with a total of 126 polluters for the 100 victims. Note that our search does not exhaustively find all polluters for a victim; the polluters that it finds depend on the position of the victim in the failing test order. On average across all victims, the position of a victim in its failing test order is 54.5% (i.e., a victim is just over the halfway position in the failing test order). 91 of the victims have just one polluter, while 9 victims have more than one polluter; the median number of polluters per victim is 6, and the median is 4 polluters per victim. While a polluter can consist of multiple tests that only when run together before the victim lead to it failing (Section 2), we find that only 3 polluters consist of more than one test. Because most polluters consist of only one test, it is practical to assume only one test pollutes the state for a victim, and future work on finding polluters may benefit from focusing on individual tests.

We hypothesized the existence of cleaners among the order-dependent tests in our prior work [32], and using iFixFlakies we find and show the actual number of cleaners per victim and polluter; different polluters for the same victim may have cleaners in common, but we report each cleaner separately per polluter for the same victim, because each one indicates a potential different patch for that victim. We find that 48 victims of the total 100 victims have at least one cleaner, so almost half of all victims can be fixed using the code from their corresponding cleaners. Of these 48 victims, 29 have just one cleaner, while the remaining 19 have more than one cleaner. The average number of cleaners per victim with at least one cleaner is 10.6, and the median number of cleaners per victim is 16 cleaners. In total, we find 1,063 cleaners for all 48 victims, where each cleaner consists of only one test. As described in Section 3.1.1, when iFixFlakies searches for cleaners, it considers every test as a potential cleaner, even when JUnit would not run such a test in between the polluter and victim. From the 48 victims with cleaners, we find 6 with cleaners that JUnit would not run between the polluter and the victim. Interestingly, two of the cleaners are actually the polluters of a victim as well!

We also find that 8 victims have more than one polluter with cleaners. Interestingly, all polluters of these victims have exactly the same cleaners. Based on these results, a developer should use iFixFlakies to search for cleaners in just one polluter to know whether a victim contains a cleaner or not. Different cleaners can produce different patches, but we find that the numbers of statements produced by different cleaners are similar (Section 5.2).

Concerning state-setters, each brittle must have at least one state-setter, and we find a brittle has on average 40.0 state-setters, and the median number of state-setters is 47. The 10 brittles have a total of 400 state-setters. Because all 10 brittles can be fixed using code from one of their state-setters, and 48 victims have cleaners, iFixFlakies can recommend patches for a total number of 58 tests, over half of the 110 truly order-dependent tests. In total, iFixFlakies finds 1,463 helpers to use to recommend patches for the 58 tests.

5.2 RQ2: Characteristics of Patches

Table 3 shows the characteristics of the patches that iFixFlakies recommends, with one patch per helper; we do not show rows for modules with no helpers, namely M5 and M10. For each module, we show the average number of patches per order-dependent test. We also show the average number of unique patches, based on statements, for each order-dependent test per module. For example, M7 (apache.struts) has 16.0 patches per order-dependent test, but
Table 3: Characteristics of patches proposed by iFixFlakies; for each module, averages per order-dependent test are shown.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th># Patches</th>
<th># Unique Patches</th>
<th># Unique Patch Sizes</th>
<th>First Patch</th>
<th>Avg. % Stmts from Original</th>
<th>All Patches</th>
<th>Avg. % Stmts from Original</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>80.0</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>21.4%</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>40.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td>68.0</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>65.8%</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>38.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>114.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>12.6%</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>8.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>71.4%</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>69.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M6</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>28.6%</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>28.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M7</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>13.3%</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>8.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M8</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>25.0%</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>32.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M9</td>
<td>35.8</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>15.0%</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>15.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M11</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>16.7%</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>16.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M12</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>20.0%</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>32.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M13</td>
<td>36.0</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>86.7%</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>14.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>25.2</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>22.6%</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>24.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

only 2.0 unique patches per order-dependent test. Overall, while iFixFlakies recommends, on average, 25.2 patches for each order-dependent test across all modules, only 3.2 are actually unique. The overall average in the final row is the average per test across all modules, not the (unweighted) average of averages per module.

Table 3 also shows the average number of unique patch sizes among all patches for each order-dependent test per module; several patches with different statements can have the same number of statements. If the patch size is the most important for a good patch, then it suffices to find just one patch of a certain size instead of finding all the different patches of that size. With only 1.5 unique patch sizes per order-dependent test on average, many patches actually have the same size.

Table 3 also shows some statistics about the sizes of patches for only the first patch (from iFixFlakies trying the first cleaner of the first polluter or the first state-setter) and across all patches. The table shows the average number of statements and the average percentage of the number of statements w.r.t. the number of statements in the original helper (Section 3.2). Across all patches, iFixFlakies recommends a patch with only 1.8 statements on average, and these statements comprise only 24.6% of the statements in the original patch method. In fact, of the 1,463 total patches, 1,013 (69.5%) contain just one statement! When we look into the spread of the patch sizes per order-dependent test, we find that, on average, each order-dependent test has around 90% of their patches with the same size, most often being the smallest size. For example, the average number of statements in the first patch (1.9) is almost equal to the average number of statements across all patches (1.8). Overall, the results suggest that iFixFlakies should search for a few helpers, but not all of them, because the majority of the helpers lead to the same size of patches.

5.2.1 Submitted Patches. We submitted pull requests for 56 of the 58 order-dependent tests with helpers; 2 of the 58 had already been fixed before we submitted pull requests. Table 4 shows the breakdown of the tests corresponding to our pull requests. Developers already accepted pull requests for 21 tests.

While all our pull requests are based on the patches generated by iFixFlakies, we sent patches for half of the tests (28) exactly as iFixFlakies recommended, and the remaining half required small, manual changes. When we had to make changes to the patch for the pull requests, the effort was roughly 1-3 minutes per patch, mostly refactorings or simple changes to match the style of the existing code. Existing techniques and tools [13, 14, 45, 48] could help with such manual effort. We believe that developers using iFixFlakies could use such tools for more automation but still examine the patches and manually apply small changes if necessary. We make available the patches that iFixFlakies generates, a more detailed breakdown describing the changes that we made to the patches, and links to the corresponding pull requests on our website [7].

Because iFixFlakies fixes an order-dependent test using statements from a helper, the recommended patches may reduce the order-dependent test’s fault-detection capability, i.e., make the test miss a fault. However, if a patch does reduce an order-dependent test’s fault-detection capability, then the passing test order in which iFixFlakies (may have) found the helper could likely miss the fault as well. iFixFlakies assumes that each passing test order is correct, and the failing test order indicates a fault in the test code, not a fault in the code under test. We do not believe that the scenario where the failing test order indicates a fault in the code under test actually occurred in our evaluation, particularly because developers did not reject our pull requests to fix the order-dependent tests.

Table 4: Number of tests addressed by pull requests (PRs) based on iFixFlakies patches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th># of Test Fixed by Pending PRs</th>
<th>Accepted PRs</th>
<th>Patcher</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M11</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5: Average time in seconds that iFixFlakies takes; 
“*” denotes that the time includes finding some test(s) with no cleaner.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Test suite</th>
<th>Avg. time to find first polluter</th>
<th>Avg. time to find first cleaner</th>
<th>Avg. time to find first state-setter</th>
<th>Avg. time to find first patch</th>
<th>Avg. time to find all polluters</th>
<th>Avg. time to find all cleaners</th>
<th>Avg. time to find all state-setters</th>
<th>Avg. time to find all patches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>523</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>*1,443</td>
<td>1,748</td>
<td>25,424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>294</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>465</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>2,473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>389</td>
<td>7,089</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>54,856</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>395</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>*104</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>*104</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M6</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>*5,710</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>416</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>*5,710</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>411</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>14,478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>714</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>589</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>4,960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M9</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>*293</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>258</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>*1,434</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>11,854</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M10</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>*1,695</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>*1,695</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M12</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>1,025</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>2,617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M13</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>*114</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>463</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>*114</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>4,749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>592</td>
<td>1,154</td>
<td>9,737</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It should be noted that for M13 (wildfly/wildfly), iFixFlakies actually helps fix victims without cleaners as well! None of the 43 victims had a cleaner. However, they all share the same polluter, and that polluter is itself the single brittle found. When we apply a recommended patch for the brittle, not only is the brittle fixed, but all of the victims are also fixed. This example showcases one of the complexities of order-dependent tests and how iFixFlakies can even help fix order-dependent tests that do not have helpers themselves. We do not count these 43 tests as fixed in our evaluation, because iFixFlakies fixes these tests indirectly.

5.3 RQ3: Performance

Table 5 shows the time that it takes for iFixFlakies to find polluters, cleaners, and state-setters, along with the time to create patches. The table shows for each module the average time (across all order-dependent tests in the module) that iFixFlakies takes to find/create (1) the first polluter, cleaner, state-setter, and patch; and (2) all polluters, cleaners, state-setters, and patches. Note that the time to create patches assumes that a helper has been found and does not include the time to find the helper. As a reference for the time taken by iFixFlakies, the table also shows the time to run all of the tests per module.

Effective use of iFixFlakies would only require finding the first polluter and cleaner (for a victim) or state-setter (for a brittle) so that iFixFlakies can recommend a patch (Section 5.2). Note that if the victim has more than one polluter, then the time for the first cleaner is for the first cleaner of the first polluter. Similarly, the time to the first patch for such a victim is then the patch created from the first cleaner for the first polluter. If the victim has no cleaners, the table includes the time taken by iFixFlakies to search for cleaners for that first polluter, eventually not finding any; we mark such time with a “*” in the table. The overall average time to find the first polluter, cleaner, state-setter, and patch is 29, 176, 37, and 186 seconds, respectively. Once again, the overall averages are over all order-dependent tests, not over modules. Likewise, the overall average for running all tests in a module is “weighted” by the number of tests as well, so modules with more than one order-dependent test have their test suite time counted multiple times, once per each order-dependent test. Compared to this weighted average time to run all the tests, the time to find the first polluter, cleaner, state-setter, and patch is about 0.8x, 5.0x, 1.0x, and 5.3x the time to run all tests, respectively.

On average, iFixFlakies takes 39, 592, 1,154, and 9,737 seconds to find/create all polluters, cleaners, state-setters, and patches, respectively; once again, “*” denotes time that includes searching for cleaners where there are none. Compared to the time to find/create just the first corresponding test/path, the time is 1.3x, 3.4x, 31.2x, and 52.3x larger. The average time for finding all state-setters is particularly larger than the time for finding the first state-setter due to the large number of state-setters in M1 (alibaba/fastjson). The average time for creating all patches is also particularly larger due to the large number of helpers (one per patch).

Note that iFixFlakies performance can be improved, e.g., Patcher could modify the bytecode of the patch code in-memory [22, 34] to avoid compilation during delta debugging, or could instrument the code to allow turning statements on or off during delta debugging similar to metamutants [30, 49]. In general, considering the large amount of time to create all patches and there being fewer unique patches than all patches, we do not recommend developers to use iFixFlakies to create all patches using all helpers for each order-dependent test; obtaining just a few appears to suffice.

Overall, the average end-to-end time for iFixFlakies to try to create a patch for an order-dependent test is 287 seconds; the end-to-end includes the time to find the first helper (including the time to find the first polluter for victims) and then to create the corresponding patch. This end-to-end time also includes the cases where an order-dependent test has no cleaner, and iFixFlakies spends time looking for it. If we split the order-dependent tests between those with and without helpers, the time to create a patch for an order-dependent test with a helper is 238 seconds, while the time to fail to create a patch for one without a helper is 341 seconds.

6 THREATS TO VALIDITY

The results of our study concerning the frequency of victims, brittles, polluters, cleaners, and state-setters may not generalize to other projects. We attempt to mitigate this threat by using a dataset
of popular and diverse projects from our prior work [32]. We generated this dataset of order-dependent tests using 13 projects from earlier work on flaky tests [17, 44], and 150 Java projects deemed the most popular on GitHub [5] based on the number of stars that the projects have. Furthermore, iFixFlakies itself or tools that it uses (e.g., JavaParser [8]) may have faults that could have affected our results. We used extensive logging in iFixFlakies, and at least two authors reviewed iFixFlakies’s code and logs.

The metrics that we use to evaluate the patches that iFixFlakies creates, e.g., patch size and uniqueness, may not be the most important metrics for determining the quality of patches. Other important metrics include the time taken to run the patched-in code. The patches that iFixFlakies recommends may also not lead the order-dependent test to pass for test orders other than the failing test orders that iFixFlakies checks. To mitigate these two threats, we submitted pull requests for the patches that iFixFlakies recommends. So far, developers have already accepted pull requests for 21 order-dependent tests, and the rest are pending with none rejected.

7 RELATED WORK

Flaky tests have been known in practice for a while. Luo et al. [37] reported the first extensive academic study of flaky tests; they categorized flaky tests by studying historical commits of fixes for flaky tests and found order-dependent tests to be among the top three most common categories. Palomba and Zaidman [44] also studied flaky tests and categorized the ones that they found, with order-dependent tests claimed to similarly be in the top three categories. We recently released a dataset [6] of flaky tests that we found by re-running test suites while randomizing their test orders [32]; almost half of the flaky tests in this dataset are order-dependent tests, and we evaluate iFixFlakies using these tests.

Zhang et al. [55] proposed discovering order-dependent tests through randomizing the test orders. Huo and Clause [29] studied tests whose assertions depend on input data not controlled by the tests themselves. They called these assertions “brittle,” inspiring our naming of brittles as tests with similar kinds of assertions. The difference is that their brittle assertions may fail due to the tests using wrong input data that they do not control, while our brittles are tests that always fail when run in isolation (without a state-setter running before them). Gyorí et al. [25] proposed a technique, PolDet, for detecting tests that change shared state so the state at the end of their run differs from the state at the start of their run. They call these tests “polluters,” and their polluters are similar in nature. The difference is that their polluters may pollute the state so other tests (potentially future ones) fail, while our polluters always pollute the state for some existing victims. Bell et al. [16] proposed a technique, ElectricTest, to detect data dependencies between existing tests in a test suite, and Gambi et al. [20] followed up on ElectricTest with PraDet, which detects when dependencies between tests can actually lead to tests failing in different orders. In this paper, instead of detecting order-dependent tests, our goal is to automatically fix order-dependent tests.

Bell and Kaiser [13] proposed VMVM, a technique to tolerate order-dependent tests by restoring the state of the heap between test runs. VMVM adds instrumentation that re-initializes static fields shared between tests to isolate tests from one another with regards to their heap state when run in the same JVM. Muşlu et al. [42] proposed an even more extreme technique for isolation in that each test should not only run in a separate JVM but also in a fresh environment, e.g., a fresh file system. Bell et al. [17] also evaluated how various forms of isolation can help in test reruns to detect which test failures are due to flaky tests. However, all forms of isolation add extra overhead on top of executing tests. In this paper, we use code from helpers that are already in the test suite to (re)set the state for order-dependent tests to pass even when not in isolation but together with the other tests.

Automatic patch generation is a well-studied topic [33, 35, 36, 20, 41, 43, 51]. The goal is to automatically patch faults in the code, exposed by failing tests. These techniques generate patches using a variety of mechanisms such as systematically mutating code, learning from example patches, and symbolic execution. To validate the success of the patches, most of the techniques rely on the outcomes of tests. In this paper, we aim to patch tests as opposed to the code under test. We create these patches by searching for helpers among the existing tests, which have code that can be used to make order-dependent tests pass in their respective failing test orders. Daniel et al. [18, 19], Mirzaaghaei et al. [40], and Yang et al. [53] also fixed test code, while Gao et al. [21] and Stocco et al. [46] fixed test scripts for GUI. However, they all fixed tests that become broken due to code evolution, not flaky tests.

8 CONCLUSION

Flaky tests provide misleading signals to developers during regression testing. Prior work has found order-dependent tests to be among the top three common kinds of flaky tests. We present iFixFlakies, a framework for automated fixing of order-dependent tests. Our main insight for iFixFlakies is that test suites already have helper tests whose code can help fix order-dependent tests. iFixFlakies searches for helpers and uses their code to propose relatively small patches for order-dependent tests. Our evaluation on 110 order-dependent tests from a public dataset shows that iFixFlakies can automatically recommend patches for 58 of 110 tests. The recommended patches are effective, with 69.5% of them having just one statement. Also, iFixFlakies is efficient, requiring only 238 seconds on average to produce the first patch for an order-dependent test with a helper. The effectiveness and efficiency of iFixFlakies show promise that it may be integrated into a practical software development process. We used patches recommended by iFixFlakies to open pull requests for 56 order-dependent tests (2 of the 58 had already been fixed); developers have already accepted pull requests for 21 tests, and the remaining ones are pending.
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